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Portrait of a Korean
a n d , lo, I am with you a l w a y , even unto the end of the
w o r l d . A m e n " M a t t . 28:20
T-SWSJ
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"In Thy Hand"
Edwin Raymond

Anderson

under His orders, occupied with His
program. He uses what we have, not
what we hanker after. He takes us
just as we are, not as we might wish
to be. Hard to learn, but what an
honour, when it is laid full hold
upon!
» —;-fc*~>-

HE LORD asked a question of Moses,
in the olden times, the answer to
Twhich
comes clear down to our latter

day for the pointing up of the paradoxes of the Christian way. "What is
that in thine hand?" (Exodus 4:2),
to which Moses responded, "a rod."
One wonders what Moses thought of
that question, and of the object in
the hand. But then, we are sure that
it became a wonder to that man of
God, revealing the wisdom of the
ways of the Lord's workings.
Of course, everything would have
been quite different had the Lord
come to Moses with this question instead : "What would you like to have
in your hand?" Realizing the issues
at stake, one may well imagine the
reply that might have been given.
Surely "a rod" would have seemed
less than the least of nothing, and
hurriedly cast away! Moses might
have turned his face towards the
heavens and desired for something
large, something filled with outward
size and apparent power. We well
know that we would have done so.
But then, such a turning would only
have turned to eventual tragedy.
Outward promise is quite often
matched by inner poverty, spiritually
speaking.
This is the paradox of all Christian service. It confuses the enemy
at every turn, and of course, it confuses the carnal Christian at each
step of the way. We needs learn this
quickly, deeply, in such a day as this,
when there is the dangerous tendency of aping the world in the advance of our message. There is a
leaning to largeness, rather than the
blessed leaning upon the Lord. Too
much is tied with the tag of, "large,"
"mammoth" and such world-like
terms. It is a bad business when the
Saviour is thus made secondary, and
the appeal made to the senses rather
than to the spirit. We had better
•learn the way of the Word; strength
cometh out of weakness, not out of
working. We need to be driven back
and back to the enduing elementals
of, "when I am weak, then am I
strong," for this is that "strong
weakness," which crushes us to the
dust where we belong. Deity delights
in such dust, for it best serves His
sovereign directives. God chooses
the foolish things, the things which
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are ready and willing to be framed
as seeming folly, in order to confound that which is mighty according to man's measure. We are simply not sufficient as of ourselves, and
that is the "number one lesson,"
which, when learned, leads to "lesson number two," which is . . . "but
our sufficiency is of God." Paradoxes
indeed; but then, how precious, how
powerful, how proven time after
time, over and over and over again!
Notice how the Lord seemingly
"caught Moses unawares," as it
were. He came suddenly upon the
scene, and the man had no time to
think about the object in his hand.
He just had it, in his possession.
That is the way in which the Lord
works; with these common and ordinary things, hardly given second notice, or thought. David had his sling.
Shamgar was "caught" with an oxgoad. Gideon bore a trumpet. Dorcas was occupied with a needle.
Things so seemingly trivial that that
very triviality makes them tools of
triumph, as they become tempered by
Him when they are handed over,
"just as they are, without one plea,"
without pause for polish, and in
their very crudeness thus to be
crowned with service and honour.
Thus the question arrows down to
our heart—what have we in our
hand? It may touch up the tragedy
of having—nothing. Some of the
saints are tragically empty-handed,
though they might be heavy-headed,
so far as scholarship is concerned.
In such a case, the student needs get
back to spiritual primaries, and beseech the Lord for a filling of the
hands, so that the heart shall fit its
proper place, for His pleasure. But
for the rest of us who, "have something in the hand," taken up with
His tasks, it is to be our business to
see to their consecration, not speculation! to see to their use under the
unction of the Spirit. Let us attend
to the moving, leaving the measuring
with Himself. What is unto Himself, is verily "large," in the spiritual
scale and standard. "Little is much
if God be in it," is a precious and
powerful prescription, indeed.
This will always be the paradox.
But after all, this concerns the
Lord's working, and we are to be
identified as workers for the Lord,

The man who only samples the
Word of God never acquires much
of a taste for it.
-»—<**—c—

Running people down is bad business, whether you're a motorist or a
gossip.
God is not often the God of the
spectacular. He works best through
the commonplace. Cloudbursts are
never as beneficial as the steady
gentle rain.
—Arkansas Baptist
George Matheson, blind Scottish
preacher and theologian said, "It is
one thing to accept a thorn as something that comes from a mysterious
and incomprehensible will. It is another thing to accept it and wear it
as a flower."
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F WE are Christians Christ will live

! in our hearts and lives; then natur-

ally He will live in our homes. If
every member of our household is a
Christian, then Christ should reign
supreme in our homes, but, even if
only one person in a home is a Christian, then Christ should have some
place.
Consider the motto which is on
many of our walls:
"Christ is the Head of this home,
The Unseen Guest at every meal,
The silent Listener to every conversation."
Do we recognize Christ as the
Head? Do we treat Him as an honored Guest at our table? Do we realize
He hears our every speech? What
about our conversation, especially
around the table, where He should
be Guest? Is it not often that of
pulling our brethren, His people, to
pieces by criticism, often centering
around the preacher and his sermon,
even in front of our children, thereby pulling down instead of buildingup or edifying.
Does Christ really abide in our
home or is He outside altogether?
We have all heard of people who
must make their homes with some
relatives. Some are really welcomed
and feel as part of the family, while
many just stay there because they
must, to have a roof over their
heads, certainly not because they are
taken in with open arms and hearts.
How little these folk are esteemed!
They are a burden or a nuisance. Is
this the way we treat our Saviour?
Do we just tolerate His living with
us and do not think of His wishes.
When the radio is turned on, yes,
and even the television, do we consider His feelings, realizing He is
there to hear and see the same
things we do? Do we feel His presence is irksome, and a restraint, so
that we may not do the things we
want, because He is there. Perhaps
we even ask Him to .leave for a while
because He doesn't fit in with our
other company; but we would like
to have Him near so we can take
Him along to church on Sunday, or
make a good appearance when the
pastor calls to see us.
Do we have family worship in our
October 11, 19 5U
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homes? That is fine, but let it not
become a religious form, a cloak to
hide under, and think because we do
this, we can act as we please the rest
of the day. Let God's Word speak
to us as we read so we may live it
the rest of the day.
Think for a moment how we want
our homes to be when we have an
honored guest present. Nothing is
too much trouble for their every
wish to be fulfilled. Then suppose
that person had at one time risked
his life to save ours; our gratitude
would know no end. Christ has
given His life for us, that we might
live, and so our whole life should be
given in serving Him.
The home was the first institution
God instituted, and most people in
our land recognize the importance of
the home in the building of a nation.
Satan is subtly working His way in
to destroy home and nation, like a
termite. In every home in olden days
the father was to be the priest; so
we see it was a religious institution
from the beginning.
The influence of a home is farreaching; the school feels it, the
community feels it, the church feels
it. This influence will either be for
good or bad, for right or wrong, according to the extent our homes are
Christ - centered or self - centered;
whether we live among our neigh^
bors to give or merely to get.
Bishop C. L. Slattery tells the following story he heard in a little
church in France. "A new pastor
had come to the village and called at
a certain cottage. When the husband came home from his work the
wife said, 'The new pastor called today.' 'What did he say?' asked the
man. 'Oh,' she answered, 'he asked,
"Does Christ live here?" and I didn't
know what to say.' The man's face
flushed. 'Why didn't you tell him
that we were respectable people?' he
said. 'Well,' she answered, T might
have said that; only that isn't what
he asked me.' 'Then why,' he continued, 'didn't you tell him that we say
our prayers and read our Bible.' The
wife replied, 'But he didn't ask me
that.' The man grew more vexed.
'Why,' he continued, 'didn't you say
we were always at church?' The

poor woman broke down, 'He didn't
ask that either; he asked only "Does
Christ live here?"' This woman
pondered for many days what the
grave pastor meant by his question.
Little by little their lives were changed; little by little they grew to look
to Christ, not dead, but gloriously
alive. And some way, they knew not
how, through great love and through
a willingness to be surprised by the
mystery of His radiance, they knew
Him. He did indeed live there."
In the home of Mary, Martha, and
Lazarus, Christ loved to tarry. Why?
Because they loved Him and served
Him and listened to Him. Let us
take a lesson from this home. There
are many of us who are very busy
serving our Lord. We have so many
things to do for Him, that we have
no time to listen to Him, little or no
time allowed to let Him speak, while
we wait to listen. Service is very
necessary, but oh! to have the grace
to sit at His feet and listen even
when the duties of life come thronging fast and pressing hard.
Listen to our Master's words to
Martha. "One thing is needful: and
Mary hath chosen that good part,
which shall not be taken away from
her." She made her own choice and
later her alabaster box of precious
ointment was broken, sending a
sweet odor down the ages as a testimony to her patient sitting at the
Saviour's feet.
This is a choice not easy to make.
It is much easier to be busy doing
things, than to be sitting at His feet.
We so often think this listening to
our Lord can wait and we will take
time when our duties are done, but
which we find really never are finished.
What really is home? Is it just a
place to eat and sleep, a place where
we do most of our grumbling and act
our worst? Whether we live in a
mansion or a cottage we must realize "it is not the house that makes
the home but the love that dwells inside." If Christ lives in our home,
how sweet will be that love, for "God
is love," and "the love of Christ constraineth us." Love is one of the
fruits of the Spirit: so we must be
Spirit filled to be filled with love, be(3)

cause it is at home where we are so
common to one another and rub elbows continually one with another
that we need most of this spirit of
love.
Home is one of the words in our
vocabulary which gives a thrill to
most hearts. One reason Christmas
is so thrilling is that everybody
wants to be home at that time. What
does home mean to a soldier, a sailor, a traveler (even after a good vacation) ? Almost everyone looks forward to this moment with intense
joy. Our oldest girl was in the hospital this spring and after she was
home a day or so she said that even
the dirt on the floor looked good to
her. Why? Because she was at
home.
Our homes should be a haven, a
place where we feel secure from the
storm of life; a refuge where we
may feel our anchor holds, a refueling station from which we can go
out and face the storm of life afresh
without fear. Home should also be
an oasis in the desert, a place of rest
from the burning heat, of slaking
our thirst, a place to rest by the
wayside. Our responsibility to our
children is to train them to be able
to stand firmly on their own feet in
the midst of temptation, in the midst
of Satan's thrusts; not pampered or
coddled as hothouse plants, but as
each one experiences salvation for
himself, then the strength comes
from within. Happy the child who
finds salvation through the lips and
lives of his own parents. Thank God,
I am one of that number.
Only a home where Christ is the
centra] being, and the foremost one,
can fill all these needs; only as our
homes are Christ-centered can we
satisfy the hungry need of every human heart, especially those of little
children who need to feel secure in
the love that rears them.
May we search our hearts and our
homes and see what is contrary to
His will and then be willing to subdue selfish worldly desires and motives, throwing overboard vain ambitions and crowning Him Lord of
our lives and homes. May we declare as Joshua did—"As for me and
my house, we will serve the Lord."
Then our God may render this verdict of us as of Abraham: "For I
know him, that he will command his
children and his household after
him, and they shall keep the way of
the Lord, to do justice and judgment" (Gen. 18:19a).
Happy the home where we may
say, "Christ does live in my home!"
—Gospel Herald
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"Affective" Revival
ORDS do have a strange way of
W
behaving sometimes. They assigned the topic, "Increasing Our

Revival Affectiveness." It seemed
that someone had made a mistake in
the choice of words but it turned out
to be a "fortunate calamity," for the
dictionary brought edifying enlightment.
Most of us knew that "affect"
means to make a display of following
after, like "to affect a particular
person," such as, for example an
evangelist. It means "to assume," to
"change character or appearance."
"Affectation" means to assume what
is not natural or real in speech or
behavior. That would mean "to put
on, or pretend." That kind of "Affectiveness" is what we do not want increased among us. So many times
our revivals, so-called, seem to be
such an "affection," and it is cause
for much concern on the part of pastors.
But we learned a new thing and
that was that this word has another
meaning which is almost the exact
opposite. "Affect" means "to produce an effect . . . to impress or influence the mind or feeling . . . It
presupposes something, such as an
agent or agency, powerful enough to
affect a person in some degree in
character and behavior." That is different and desirable and entirely in
keeping with the purpose of revival.
There are six words that are synonyms in this connection. They are:
affect, influence, touch, impress,
strike, and sway. All of these apply
to some phase of real revival. "Affect" presupposes a stimulus strong
enough to make somebody do something. "Influence" implies an agency
that affects a person to some degree,
changing his nature, character, behaviour. "Touch" suggests vividly
close contact, or the force of impact
that results in stirring or arousing.
"Impress" usually implies depth and
lastingness of effect. "Strike" implies suddenness or sharpness of response. "Sway" is pressure or sway
of some force that is unresisted or
irresistible.
"Affect" used as a noun suggests
feelings, motions, and desires as a
factor in determining thought or
conduct. As an adjective, "affective"
is "emotional," also of language, fitted for transmitting emotion.
I like this word "affect" and the
family of words of which it is a part.
We are praying for a revival in our

church partaking of the qualities and
characteristics suggested by it. It is
disappointing to "hold" a revival,
and then everybody do just that;
"hold" in, and on to everything unlike God within them which they
had before the evangelist came. Revival does not occur until folks "let
go" and let God's Holy Spirit—the
agent, have His full sway in everything.
Webster says further, "When the
result cannot be seen or is affected
by conditions beyond human control
it is often called an event. When it
seems an exit from, or solution of
difficulties it is called an issue. When
it is visible, tangible or the like it is
an outcome."
An "Affective Revival" is a spiritual event. There are behind the
scenes action beyond human knowledge or control. The work of the
Agent doesn't need to be seen or understood. We do not need to know,
nor do we know everything that happens in a genuine revival when the
Holy Spirit is at work. We want an
exercise among us that is a spiritual
issue. We want to see folks make
quick exit from the dominion of sin
and its practice. We want to see
them find solution of soul difficulties
by faith in the provisions of the
precious, priceless blood of our Lord
Jesus Christ on the Cross of Calvary. When the evangelist leaves we
want an outcome—visible, tangible,
results that will breathe of permanency.
To explain "affect" Webster says,
"Producing a particular impression,
as, the affect of a blow on the head
is concussion of the brain, the consequences, shattered health, the result retirement from business." Revival effectiveness means, creating
such an impact of Holy Spirit force
that the consequence will be soulsickness, and the result will be quitting whatever is causing the trouble,
and changing all conduct that is contrary to the will of God. It must go
deep enough to change the "illnature" ; producing character partaking of the Divine nature; cleansing from all "filthiness of flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear
of the Lord."
Let us be prayerfully particular
and unceasingly persistent before the
Lord that He will produce this kind
of impression on those among whom
we live and serve and we will be increasing our revival effectiveness.
—C.R.H.
Evangelical
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What is Spirituality?
Claude A. Ries
HE SPlRITUAL-man, according to the
Apostle Paul, is one who is not
Tcontrolled
by fleshly lusts. (See Ga-

lations 5:16-21.) The word lust does
not mean always evil desires. The
word literally means strong desires.
These may be legitimate or illegitimate.
Fleshly lusts or strong fleshly desires are anything good or bad which
ministers to the flesh at the expense
of the soul. "Anything that steams
the windows of the soul is a fleshly
lust."—Dr. J. H. Jowett.
A Christian student, who delighted in playing tennis, discovered that
his thoughts were more on tennis
than upon the Lord. He quit playing tennis until tennis took its proper place.
Two young people were seeking
the reality of a Spirit-filled life at
Houghton's altar. Without either
one knowing it about the other, God
put His finger on their attentions to
one another, telling them that each
was thinking more of one another
than each thought of Him. Their attentions thereafter were hallowed by
putting Christ first.
Absorption in legitimate material
things becomes a fleshly lust. Our
Lord while here on earth paid very
little attention to the cut of the hair
or the clothing of the body, but He
was much concerned lest the legitimate cares of life and the deceitfulness of riches choke out the precious
spiritual life. Our reading, our seeing, our talking, and our thinking
soon become "fleshly lusts" unless
brought "into captivity to the obedience of Christ." For the spiritually-minded Christian
all things,
though lawful, are not expedient.
Too much of some lawful things can
soon become "fleshly lusts."
Anything that makes Jesus less
real than He once was is a fleshly
lust. Christ must not only be prominent in life, He must be pre-eminent.
So the spiritually-minded Christian
guards against—
Anything which blunts his moral
perception;
Anything which makes it easy to
compromise;
Anything which exalts the ego;
Anything or any person that supplants God in the affections, however
good that person or thing may be.
"Now the works of the flesh . . .
October 11, 195U

are these . . . "—see Galatians 5:1921. These works are the results of
the perverted functioning of life's
fundamental five drives: food and
drink drive, ambition drive, sex
drive, and worship drive. In the nonspiritual man these drives find their
gratification in the flesh, producing
the awful deeds enumerated in these
verses.
In the spiritual man these drives
are cleansed by faith through the
blood of Christ and are made to revert to their original, God-designed
functioning, that is, to the glory of
God. And so the spiritual individual
eats and drinks to God's glory, his
and her ambitions are for the glory
of God. The sex life is disciplined
and made to glorify God. Worship is
in spirit and in truth and is not just
an aesthetic admiration. The spiritual
man or woman is not controlled by
the perverted strong desires of life.
What is spirituality? It is living
out the God-life within where no
fleshly strong desire supplants the
supremacy of Christ. It is a life so
"hid with Christ in God" that the five
basic drives of life become life's royal
highway to the daily glorifying of our
God.
Understandest Thou What Thou
Readest?
"The Greatest Book Ever Written" and
"The Greatest Story Ever Told" are both
great books judged by the standards of men.
Great has been their popularity. Their
author, Fulton Oursler, possessed great
ability to interest readers for he had great
imagination in presenting many of the
Bible stories.
Because "everybody's doing it" is not always a safe criterion whereby to judge
anything. Christians who would walk
worthy of their high calling in Christ Jesus
would walk cautiously and be critical of
anything that has great popular appeal.
There could be hidden here by the subtlety
of Satan great dangers, although popularity does not always mean that this is so.
However, in this instance we do well to
watch and beware, lest honest people be
taken unawares.
Did you know that these books are well
tainted with propaganda of the same organization that has been ruthlessly persecuting
Christians and burning churches in South
America? In the first named book the
"Voice" used to identify God is presented
as a very impersonal and mysterious influence. Those who really know and love
the Lord as an abiding personal reality are
not satisfied with a vague mysterious unreality, as is presented here.
Those who believe in a repentance that

need not be repented of such as our Bible
recommends as vital to a worship of God
in spirit and in truth, the need of penance
as is seen on pages 14 and 91-92 will be as
annoying as it was to Isaiah who terms
works of righteousness that we do as
naught but filthy rags. Doing good is good
but it does not counterbalance the bad
deeds that men do.
Note carefully page 110 and you will see
the "real presence" of the holy communion,
which after the manner of thinking of this
organization is a "mysterious" presence. To
them the communion emblems really "are"
the actual presence of Christ and not simply memorial symbols to be used "lest we
forget the Lord Jesus Christ." His presence is assured in any assembly where two
or three meet together in His name. The
blessing of the wafer by an ordained man
does not translate this bit of bread into the
actual body of our Saviour.
In reading of Deborah, p. 174 and 175 you
have the worship of the saints suggested.
•She is presented as a sort of "type" or "anticipation" of "Saint Joan" (Joan of Arc).
The Douay Bible is suggested as the
authentic version casting doubts on the
authenticity of others, (pages 447 and 451)
The story of Tobias, not included in our
Bible because of its accepted mythological
nature, is given as beyond question, as a
work of inspiration on an equal basis with
other books of the Old Testament, (p. 447,
451) There are some sections of Biblical
record over which the author casts shadows
of doubt concerning authenticity.
Characteristic of both books is the mysticism surrounding Mary and the whole earthly life of Jesus. It is seen in description of
the facial appearances and attitudes in
general of the mother of our Lord; also in
the psychic powers attributed to Jesus in influencing those whom he contacted in
preaching or healing (2nd book p. 39).
Luke 2:51 and 52 tells us that Jesus was a
normal boy in growth and development. In
this second book, page 76, it is implied that
he had matured faculties from birth or
early childhood. It is implied (p. 88-89)
that Mary had no other children. This is
the doctrine of mariolatry. On these same
pages and p. 189 the Biblical account of the
brethren of Jesus is said to mean his relatives. On page 103 you have the veneration
of the saints, that exercise wherein the
bones of a disciple are one day set within
a church as an object of worship. On page
191, in discussing the teachings of Jesus on
divorce and remarriage, we are informed
that Jesus taught celibacy (the bachelorhood of the priests. First called to our attention by John E. Gingerich in a review of
these books.)
We are reminded again that in these days
of much reading the injunction of the
Apostle to "try the spirits whether they be
of God" has a practical application to
those who place writings before us as well
as those who influence thinking by public
speaking. "Because many false prophets are
gone out into the world." (I Jno. 4:1)
"Great is the mystery of godliness" is
Gospel truth but it is also true that the
mystery of ungodliness is great. However,
there is great comfort to know that in this
battle for our minds today we may be conquerors; "because greater is he that is in
you than He that is in the world." (I Jno.
4:4) Hallelujah! to the Lamb that was slain
before the foundation of the world in
preparation for this great battle with the
"spirit of Anti-Christ" in which we find ourselves in these the closing days of Time.
"Christ within you!"—Is His presence
real today? Great and greatly to be praised is He by all His saints!
C. R. H., Elizabethtown, Pa.
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G o d Is In Every Tomorrow

Two Babies Were Born Today

God is in every tomorrow,
Therefore I live for today,
Certain of finding at sunrise,
Guidance and strength for the
way;
Power for each moment of weakness,
Hope for each moment of pain,
Comfort for every sorrow,
Sunshine and joy after rain.

"A little black baby was born today,
In a far-off heathen land;
And the mother's heart was tender
and warm
As she kissed the tiny black hand.
"A little white baby was born today,
With rose-petalled hands and
feet—
A precious baby, to cherish and love,
A baby kept safe and sweet!

God is in every tomorrow,
Planning for you and for me;
E'en in the dark will I follow,
Trust where my eyes cannot see,
Stilled by His promise of blessing,
Soothed by the touch of His hand,
Confident in His protection,
Knowing my life-path is planned.

"Two little babies were born today;
Two little souls came to earth.
Black or white—in our Lord's eyes
Their souls are of equal worth.

"But the little black baby was born
into filth,
Into ignorance and disease;
God is in every tomorrow,
And the little dark eyes will look
Life with its changes may come,
early on sin!
He is behind and before me,
While in the distance shines home!
Will we sit at home at our ease,
Home—where no thought of tomorrow
"While the little black baby grows
Ever can shadow my brow,
into a man,
And sinks into vice and shame,
Home—in the presence of Jesus,
And comes at last to the end of his
Through all eternity—now!
days,
—Author Not Known
And never has heard the Name,

A true man never frets about his
place in the world, but slides into it
by the gravitation of his nature, and
swings there as easily as a star.

"The Name that saves, the Name
that redeems,
Because we counted the cost?
Oh, Christian, because of you and me,
Will that black baby's soul be
lost?"

"COME UNTO ME, ALL YE THAT LABOUR AND ARE HEAVY 1ADEN* ,

??
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Carl and Marilyn
ID YOU ever wonder who picked
the cotton that went into the
D
blouse you are wearing, the lettuce

in the salad for dinner, the cantaloupes, celery, carrots that are shipped into your grocery store every
day? Did you wonder who must
have done all that backbreaking
labor to keep you nicely clothed and
well-fed? It was by no means done
entirely by highly specialized ma(6)
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chinery as some might think. It may
have been done by any of the thousands of people all over the U. S.
whom we call migrants or agricultural laborers. These people have no
permanent home. Their home is
where the harvest is ripe. In the U.
S. there are approximately 2,500,000
migrant workers, not counting small
children too young to work in the
fields, the aged, and the pregnant

mothers incapacitated for field work.
In California there are approximately 200,000 workers and their
families. It is to these people we are
indebted for many of the material
necessities and luxuries we enjoy.
And yet these are the very people
who very often go without sufficient
food, proper clothing and that allimportant sense of security due to
the poor wages and low standard of
living provided for them. These
people are a mixture of Anglo
(white), Spanish-American and Negro, and live in camps that vary in
size from 6 to over 300 one-room
cabins. Some just live in tents. Most
of the cabins have only door and
three windows and the flies take full
advantage of all of them. Sanitation
is poor, drinking water is often unsafe, and dust is ever present since
the camps have few trees and almost
never have grass . . . only dusty
roads and hot winds. The children
have no place to play but in the road
or in the bare spaces between the
cabins. Some mothers are successful in keeping their families clean
and in good repair, but the general
average is a very dirty cabin, bare
necessities of furniture, and children
who look like they could have three
layers of dirt at least. This is somewhat understandable when one realizes that the families are large, often
10-14 children, and all living in one
or two small cabins.
Here in the central area of California is the highly-productive San
Joaquin valley with its abundance of
fruits and vegetables. But perhaps
less is known about the valley's vast
wheat, cotton, potato, and melon
harvests. Wealthy men have brought
broad expanses of one-time desert
into cultivation, developing farms as
large as 70,000 acres. These ranchers, or growers, as we call them,
need many hands and skillful fingers
to harvest their crops, so they have
erected camps such as I have described in which the laborers and
their families live rent-free. The
wages that are provided are very
low. For example, a man with a
large family may earn as little as
50c for laboriously hoeing a row of
cotton I/? mile long in the blazing,
hot sun, and $3 for every 100 lbs. of
cotton picked. Obviously, unless the
whole family works, there just is not
enough money to live.
I can hear you asking "Why do
these people have to live like this?"
"Why don't they get better jobs?"
There are several reasons, first of
all, why they become migrants:
Death, Sickness, Drought, Mechanization, Loss of farm, Disability
Evangelical
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(physical), Heavy mortgage. Then
there are reasons why they remain
migrants: Lack of education, Language difficulties, Racial barriers,
Lack of skills, and social unacceptability. They are unwanted by the
community, exploited by merchants,
deprived of the right to vote, oftentimes ineligible for welfare, barred
from many recreational facilities and
unable to bargain collectively.
Since they are constantly on the
move they have no chance to establish acquaintances, find a church
home or complete their education in
the proper way. The children have
well-equipped, modern schools to attend but are often sick, moving
several times in one year, or have
definite language difficulties that
hinder educational progress. It is
up to us to minister to the physical,
social and religious needs of these
people who are just as human as we
are. We have a debt to these people
and it is only our Christian obligation to help those who give us so
many things we take for granted.
The Mennonite Central Committe
is among those religious organizations, such as the National Council
of Churches, who have realized the
great need of ministering to the migratory farm laborers and have
made provisions for young people to
volunteer their services to this cause.
They have organized units dedicated
to this work with migrants in two
areas, New York and California. It
is with the one in Coalinga, California that we have been working since
April 20.

how to fill out an application or sign
their own name, they would perhaps
be able to get a better job. There
is Mr. Provencio, the man with a
family of 11 children. . . . he has excellent barbering skill but cannot
read or write and cannot get a better job because of that hindrance.
We feel that we can serve these people greatly by conducting reading
and writing classes which we include
in our fall program.
Sickness and accidents are everpresent due to the filth, poor health
habits, safety hazards and other
things that predispose to disease.
With education and insight into their
own problems, these people will be
able to help themselves. Since I am
a registered nurse, and qualified to
teach Red Cross Home Nursing,
classes for the teen-age girls and the
mothers were held this summer in
the camps. Interest was high and
they learned many things that would
help them keep healthy. These will
be continued through the winter in
various camps. Also we showed
health films and feel we get much
across to them in this way.
Sewing classes for the ladies take
up a large part in our program.
They are so eager to learn to sew
for their families that we don't have
much trouble getting a group togeth-

er. Materials are often provided by
various churches. We have a portable sewing machine and portable
sewing tables.
Woodworking for the older boys
has become a real project because so
many useful things can be made out
of"wooden fruit boxes, tin cans and
scraps of wood, inexpensive andeasyto-get materials. If we can teach
them to make the most of what they
have we feel we have accomplished
a little bit. One of our goals is to
have a working plan whereby we can
teach them to handle their money
better—what little they have. Mismanagement of money is one of the
main causes of such poverty.
This work lies close to our hearts,
so do you wonder that we feel an
obligation to you as church young
people to enlighten you on some of
the problems that exist here in our
own United States? Perhaps someone reading this will feel the urge to
volunteer their services for a year or
summer. The work should reach
much farther than it does with the
limited personnel, because in this
county of Fresno alone there are
over 600 camps such as I have described. We can reach only a small
percentage. But we feel the Lord is
blessing our efforts and opening new
doors of service and opportunities.

-

We are a unit of four people who
go out to the different camps and
render our services five days a week.
As these camps are numerous, we
couldn't begin to serve all of them,
simply because we do not have a
large enough staff. Our ministry is
mainly religious, i.e., we conduct
a Bible club in each camp and reach
the children through Bible stories,
pictures, religious films, and handwork. How we love to see them
come running when we drive into
camp! They are an eager, enthusiastic group of children who have found
a permanent spot in our hearts.
In taking the Gospel to the people
we purpose to help fulfil some of
their basic needs for love, security,
status, opportunity, sense of belonging, and new experiences that will
help them to better living. The ways
of accomplishing this are numerous.
For instance, a great many of the
adults, especially the Spanish speaking, do not know how to read and
write. Had they the knowledge of
October 11, 195k
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YOUTH

Symposium:

Does the Brethren in Christ Church Offer Opportunities for
Service to Her Youth?
Our youth advisors realize that we
need opportunities for service and
several additional areas have been
discussed. As yet no final action has
been taken.

it as an avenue of Christian service.
Personally speaking, I find that
the Brethren in Christ Church provides many opportunities for service.
These are a means of expressing devotion and love to Christ.
DAN JERAN,
CALIFORNIA

k

• Yes, I certainly feel that our
church provides many opportunities

JL

NEVIN ENGLE,
OHIO

The Brethren in Christ Church in
our locality gives many opportunities
for youth to take part in the services. The growing Christ's Crusaders
program gives opportunity for youth
leadership and service. The Christ's
Crusaders Day is a great idea to
give to youth leadership and
recognition. Recently at Dayton we
have had children's services for children in a housing project while the
older folks have their own prayer
meeting elsewhere. In some areas
during the summer, as around Dayton, there are camps of migrant
workers which provide a chance for
witnessing. Youth enter into Sunday school visitation just as heartily
as the older folks. Sometimes the
pastor asks a young person to lead
the prayermeeting. When there is a
vacancy for a teacher in a Sunday
school class, young people are given
a chance to teach and then given a
class. Summer week-end youth conferences give a chance for leadership
in planning and directing a program
of our own.
SHIRLEY BOOK,
KANSAS

The opportunity for Christian
service is rather limited in our area
mainly because our church is located
in a rural community.
However, there is one area in
which we do a bit for Christ. Several
times a year we go to the County Old
Folks Home and hold special services
on Sunday afternoon. Also we enjoy going on special occasions, such
as Easter, and we always go Christmas caroling there.
(8)
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Many of us are ready and willing
to do our part, and I very definitely
believe that the youth should be
given the opportunity to work for
Him. I feel the church could do
more in this field.

DOROTHY JEAN McCLEAF,
PENNSYLVANIA

for service to young people who are
willing to avail themselves of the opportunities that are afforded.
There are three specific areas in
which our young people may serve.
The first area is that of the Sunday
school with her need for teachers. In
our immediate vicinity we have
young people working at Alta Loma,
Sunnymeade, Moreno, Chino, Snow
Cap Auto Court, Los Olivos, Comet
Auto Court, and Upland.
The summer DVBS provides service to her young people as teachers
and helpers.
The third area for service is that
of our local Christ's Crusaders unit,
which is organized to provide an opportunity for each young person to
participate in the planning of various programs.

Holding membership at a home
mission point, I find many opportunities for service. Sunday school
teachers and workers, young people's
leaders, children's workers, and a
chorister or pianist are always in demand. The biggest problem in such
It's Just a Thought
a situation is not providing service
opportunities for young people, but
finding young people who will grasp
What's your reaction to the questhe opportunities for service and tion discussed in today's symposium?
consecrate themselves to the task at It would have been ideal if all of you
hand.
could have reacted personally, but
Perhaps too often we are inclined since that was impossible a regional
to look at an opportunity and think spot check was made. The majority
of it as just another job that needs of the young people reporting in toto be done and accept it out of a day's issue seem satisfied with the
(Continued on page ten)
sense of obligation rather than use
Evangelical
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Home
has said that the home
Sgether,
that plays together and prays towill stay together. How true
OMEONE

Strengthening The Things That Remain
E. J. Swalm
(The following outline is a brief
synopsis of a message delivered by
Bishop E. J. Swalm on the Commission On Home Program at General
Conference.)
HE TEXT implies that there has
been a general shattering, but
there is a hopeful note that there is
something left to strengthen. In
seeking to strengthen what remains
of our twentieth Century homes we
suggest three things:
I Strengthen the loyalty of Motherhood.
a. Mothers today are caught in
the whirlpool of disloyalty to their
task and home and this leads to disloyalty in social and church life.
b. She should be conscious of her
tremendous responsibility which does
not exercise in the business, social,
or political realm. A nation is no
better than its homes and a home is
no better than its mother.
c. She should exhibit a faith to
which all must hold. A strong Christian faith is in reality the bulwark
of the soul.
II Strengthen the law of authority.
a. Dictatorship is not necessary in
the home but the law of authority is.
Children should be taught respect
for parents, obedience, respect for
honesty and character.
b. The home should set up a
strong counteraction to the atmosphere of the world. Parents in the
home should avoid constant bickering and clashing wills. There will
be heartaches and problems.
c. Parents should make their children feel the power of their love—
the power of their will and at times
the power of their rod.
77/ Strengthen the level of Christian
ideals.
a. In the first place, establish a
family altar. Always remember that
since there is a possibility of angels
falling, any member of any family
can do the same.
b. Parents should teach their children early the proper attitude toward
stewardship. Provide a tithe box
into which you conscientiously place
your tithe so that the family has sort
of a sacred regard for it, and this
whole matter of their business life
will take on a reverent air.

T
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c. Strengthen the ideals of right
and decency. No institution can do
this like the home.
d. Insist on the ideals of respect
and reverence. It's unfortunate when
children have to go away to school
or away from home to learn the simple and fundamental rules of etiquette and courtesy, to recognize the
rights of others and a proper regard
for all things sacred.

Take advantage of the sun while
it shines. Life's visions do not shine
and glow like brilliant and continuous moons. They come and go,
bright intervals in the waste of grey
twilight and darker night. Let us
seize our brilliant moments.
—Dr. J. H. Jowett
In response to the invitation to the
readers of the Evangelical Visitor to
submit a definition or short description of a "home," the following
words, taken from a motto in the
home, were submitted by Mrs. Raymond Starr of Snover, Michigan.
"The Croivn of the Home is Godliness.
The Beauty of the Home is Order.
The Glory of the Home is Hospitality.
The Blessing of the Home is Contentment."
A worth-while reward will be given to the person submitting the best
verse of poetry, definition or description of a home, either original or
selected. The deadline will be December 31st, 1954. Send to :
LeRoy B. Walters
Box 124
Waynesboro, Penna.

this is, too often the home life of the
fa'mily is just the opposite.
Many there are whom God has
granted the peace, the joy, the security, and protection of a good
home, who yet never realize how
great a blessing all this constitutes.
Children in the home with father
and mother generally take the whole
matter for granted. At times they
may even feel inclined to grumble
because of certain restrictions, limitations, and deficiencies. To them, too,
distance may lend enchantment to
the' view. They, too, may suffer from
that common human ailment of
which the English poet speaks, "man
never is, but always to be, blest."
But let them beware lest they fail to
appreciate what they have. It will
be a sad memory when it is gone.
We should thank our good Lord
for our home, for our loved ones, for
the comforts and blessings which we
there enjoy. And let us make sure
that the Saviour and the Holy Spirit
will gladly dwell with us in our
home. We have frequently seen this
motto upon the walls of some of our
homes:

"Christ is the Head of this House,
The silent Listener to every conversation,
The unseen Guest at every meal."
And what delightful lines did
Burns write concerning the home!
"The priestlike father reads the
sacred page
How Abram was the friend of God
on high,
Or Moses bade eternal warfare wage
With Amalek's ungracious progeny...
Perhaps the Christian's Volume is
the theme,
How guiltless blood for guilty man
was slain."
Who does not recall what the American poet, J. Howard Payne,
said?
"Be it ever so humble,
There is no place like home."
Let all those who have a home
help to make it sweet, wholesome,
and a truly Christian home. Let the
children especially be sure to show
their appreciation for what father
and mother provide in the home. It
is no small blessing to come from
the cold heartless world without, into the warm and loving home which
He from whom all blessings flow has
created for us.
(9)
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No daily meal is complete without
the Bread of Life.
• > ^«»» *

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do
nothing.
—Edmund Burke
How To Master the Word of God
Hear it!
Read it!
Study it!
Write it on the heart!
Meditate on it!

How relentless is time. We rejoice in the
victorious home-going of our missionaries
who are now in celestial retirement but we
humbly give thanks to God for those who
are still with us.—E. J. S.

EDITORIAL
"Let us not go to the Book Store
We have further information as to
to see if the Bible is right; Let's go
to the Bible to see if the Book Store the sailings of missionaries returning on furlough from Africa, Brothis right!"
er J. A. Climenhaga, and family with
—Dawson Trotman
Sister Anna Winger. The S. S.
i m**» t
Euripides, on which the said missionaries are now sailing, is expected
It's Just a Thought
to arrive in England on Oct. 2nd.
And the White Star Liner, Laurentic
(Continued from page eight)
on which they are booked for America is to leave from Scotland on the
opportunities for service in their 5th of October, and arrive at Monlocal churches. This is gratifying.
treal, Canada, on Oct. 12th.
In fairness it should be mentioned
that some reacted personally to the
DATE OF SAILING
page editor when they heard that
this symposium was being featured.
Since information as to date of
Several felt that the opportunities sailing from Southampton, England,
are not so abundant or cleajly de- for New York by Sister Sadie Book,
fined when school days are over and was sent for publication in the E. V.,
one searches for a place of full time advice comes to the Editor, that on
service. If such conditions exist, it account of a three days delay in sailis not that the youth aren't needed, ing from Capetown, S. A., Sister
according to the reports from the Book found it necessary to rebook on
various church boards. Rather, it the Red Star Liner, Belgenland sailmay be caused by inadequate or ing from Southampton Oct. 5th probsporadic communication. If all church ably arriving in New York on the
agencies who need or will need train- 13th.
ed young people could, as far as possible, make their specific needs
known in advance, possibly more in- NEW MISSIONARIES ARRIVED
A few weeks ago we said farewell
telligent preparation on the part of
to Sr. H. J. Frey and daughter
the youth would result.
and to Bro. and Sr. Chas.
On the other hand, if those young Mabel,
Engle
and daughter Ardys. We
people interested in a specific type of
somewhat reluctant to do so,
service to the church would make were
for this left us without representathese intentions known to the proper tives
of the Foreign Mission Field.
church agency well in advance and
Two
or three days ago this vacanseek guidance, possibly more proper
cy
was
filled
upon the arrival of Bro.
and efficient placement would result.
Sr. Lewis Steckley, missionaries
As this two-way communication and
from South Africa. Eld.
system continues to improve both on furlough
gave us an inspiring mesthose anticipating service and those Steckley
sage on the text: "With men this is
needing servants will be able more impossible,
but with God all things
intelligently to plan their programs are possible."
and the church will be utilizing its
—Henry G. Brubaker
potential most efficiently.
This very vital youth problem is to be
concluded on this page next issue. It will
be very adequately summarized by one who
knows both the needs of the church and
the young people of the church. Don't
miss it.
—E.L.B.

(10)

preached the Word in its power. The
first week the pull was hard but during the second week the Lord broke
through for us and gave us souls.
From then on to the close someone
sought the Lord nearly every night,
until thirty-nine had come forward.
Praise the name of the Lord.
Our church building is small and
the crowds were so large some nights
there were as many outside as in. It
is estimated that 250 were packed in
the house.
The Lord is blessing the work here
so much that a church enlargement
is on foot.
At the close of the meeting Bro.
Engle baptized nine and received
them into church fellowship.
.Please pray earnestly for the work
here.
Mrs. I. G. Engle
—

I
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BIBLE CONFERENCE AT
MACHA MISSION
The evening of July 4th found all
the missionaries of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia congregated at
the above named place with the exception of Sr. W. 0. Winger and
children. We were sorry that the
latter too could not meet with us.
Those present numbered twenty-five,
including seven children.
Bible Conference for the missionaries began the following day with
Scripture reading by Bro. Frey from
Ps. 119:89-120 which was followed
by a few appropriate remarks.
The newly appointed Superintendent, Bro. Brubaker, then gave an
address using the call of Joshua as a
basis for some remarks. He referred
to our past Superintendent who so
nobly gave time, strength, ability,
thought, and finally his life's blood
for the work of Christ. Reference
was made to the seven missionaries
whose graves are in African soil as
a challenge to us who remain to go
courageously forward even as God
commanded Joshua. We were also
reminded of the victorious death of
some of our native Brethren and Sisters who have gone on before and
encouraged to keep on toiling. An
outline of the work as it lies before
us was then given and we were admonished to keep near to God, working unitedly with a clear vision until
we hear the summons, "It is
enough." Request was made for sincere prayers, help, co-operation, advice, and counsel from his co-workThis is the kind of meetings we had 25 ers. He deprecated the fact of his
years ago.—E.J.S.
youth and inexperience and the following poem was given as his apoloREVIVAL AT RED STAR
gy for assuming the grave responsiOn August 4th Bro. Alvin Burk- bility placed upon him. (Write us for
holder began a meeting at our the poem. EJ.S.)
church, and for three weeks he
Evangelical
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Three More Safe in Heaven
Edna M. Switzer, Mocha Mission
BOUT noon Friday, Aug. 20th we
saw billows of black smoke rising
A
toward the sky which told us that a

veldt fire was raging again. This
time very near the mission. We did
not think very much about it, for at
this time of year veldt fires are frequent.
In less than an hour the news
came to us that one of our faithful
mothers and two of her children
were burned to death.
Here is the story. Bina Lila, her
three small children, and her mother,
Bina Lois, had gone down near the
river Friday morning to cut grass
for thatching a house which had
burned a few months before. While
they were there working in the tall
grass, a fire swept in their direction.
What really happened then we probably will never know, but we do
know Bina Lila with little Dennis
tied on her back, and Joyce died in
the flames and that Bina Lois and
little Moses (possibly six years old)
were severely burned.
Evidently,
Bina Lois and Moses ran through
the flames to their village which was
about one-half mile away. Moses
was brought to the hospital by bicycle but Bina Lois, burned as she
was, grabbed a blanket and a coat
and ran back to the death scene, placing them over the three corpses and
then ran to the mission hospital. At
the dispensary door, she collapsed.
What a tragedy! As soon as the
news reached the mission, Brother
and Sister Hershey rushed out to the
veldt in the motor car to find the
story was only too true. Upon examination at the hospital, Sister Lehman found Bina Lois burned badly
on the head, face, arms, and legs.
Little Moses was burned from head
to foot with the exception of his
hands.
The news spread rapidly and soon
people were coming from every direction by bicycle and by foot. After lunch Brother Hershey and the
men went to the veldt to get the
corpses. When they returned they
parked the car in the shade of the
church, for a short service.
Funerals are crude in Africa—no
undertaker, usually no coffin, and no
flowers. The corpses are wrapped in
blankets and laid in the graves. That
October 11, 1954-
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day the mother and two children
were buried in the same grave.
It was a good day to tell the Gospel story, for people who never come
to church were present that day. It
was a comfort to know the ones who
had passed on were all safe in heaven. After the service in the church
we all went to the mission cemetery
for a brief service and burial.
Several months previously, this
same family had had the misfortune
of losing one of their huts by fire.
Nearly all their clothes and some
household effects were burned at that
time. As some of the missionaries
were visiting their village after that
loss, Bina Lila said, "I don't know
how long I'll be here, but if anything
happens, I'm ready to go." Just the
day prior to her home-going both
Bina Lila and her mother were in
the midweek prayer service. It was
an awful tragedy and yet we feel
compelled to say, "Thank God! three
more are safe in heaven."
The father is left with five children. The oldest one came to the
mission to school for the first time
this year. Pray for Seven, the father,
that during these days of sorrow,
stress, and temptation, he may find
his consolation in Christ.
Forget yourself for others, and
others will never forget you.

Three school-masters from Barjora Mission:
(left to right) Maclms Masih, Daniel Henry,
and Robert Christian. Builders for eternity!

To Help Us In Our
Thinking—
about the work of the Church
at horns and abroad:
"The significant opportunity
of the Christian day school
teacher is to reveal all subject
matter — whether it be health,
science,
geography, reading,
writing, or arithmetic — as a
revelation in a small way, of all
the wisdom that is first of all
in the mind of God and is made
available to man to use in serving God in this life.
"Teaching in the Christian
day school means working with
God in one of the most vital
phases of His program for the
church."
Eastern Mennonite College
Bulletin

MM
School group at the Macha Mission School
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A Lighthouse Lesson
A friend told us that he was visiting a lighthouse lately, and he said
to the keeper, "Are you not afraid to
live here? It is a dreadful place to
be in constantly."
"No," replied the man. "I am not
afraid; we never think of ourselves
here."
"Never think of yourselves! How
is that?"
The reply was a good one: "We
know that we are perfectly safe, and
only think of having our lamps
brightly burning, and keeping the reflectors clear, so that those in danger may be saved."
This is what Christians ought to
do. They are safe in a house built
on a rock which cannot be moved by
the wildest storm; and in a spirit of
holy usefulness, they should let their
light gleam across the dark waters
of sin, that they who are imperiled
may be guided into the harbors of
eternal safety.
—The Quiver
Iron Springs, Penna.
"For God hath not given us the spirit of
fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind." II Tim. 1:7. Such is our
promise as we labour here with the forces
of sin on every hand. We can say, although
the road has been rough and the climb still
steep, God has been good to us and has
again proven Himself in His own mysterious way.
The attendance for the Sunday school and
the morning worship service is about the
same as previously reported with an average of about 60. Our young people's and
evening services have dropped during the
summer. However, we have had very interesting Bible discussion periods during this
time. We regret the loss of a number of
young people who have married and moved
away or else have gone to other churches
of their new companions.
Again this year we have had the blessing
of God upon our Summer Bible School
which was held for 10 days, August 2 to 12.
Our average attendance of 101 topped the
previous four years of 90. Our enrollment
was 136. Once each week a gospel message
was given by the pastor and our hearts
were filled with joy as many decided for
Christ. Miss Abbey Wenger of Franklin
County again served ably as our superintendent. Beside Miss Wenger, her sister
Gladys, and mother Sr. Wenger, and three
others from nearby Fairfield were enlisted
as teachers.
Bro. Paul Goodling was with us Sept. 19
for an infant dedication service. Pray for
us.
Leonard and Harriet Falk
Sunny Side Chapel, Penna.
Greetings from the hills of Armstrong
Co., Penna. Ps. 121:1, "I will lift mine eyes
unto the hills, from whence cometh my help,
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Rev. Burkholder Contacts Western Missions
Dear Readers interested in Missions:
The following is an adaptation and
a condensation of a 2500 word report
given to the Home Mission Board by
Rev. Alvin Burkholder after he spent
his vacation from pastoral duties in
August visiting the Western Missions.
Friday till Monday at the San Francisco Mission. There were seekers at
each service except Sunday afternoon.
Fifty-nine were in Sunday school. A
spirit of revival has been evidenced
by seekers at most of the services,
with some very definite victories.
The work at Grants Pass "is encouraging in its outreach." The
Dillers are happy with their people
and their people express their appreciation in a material way.
Brother Burkholdsr's contact with
the work which Brother B. M. Books
is conducting at Salem, Oregon, was
cut short by a death necessitating his
return to Upland. We are glad for encouraging words relative to the work
that is being done there.
Albuquerque — Brother Burkholder
was at the dedication of the new
church building there as is noted in
the report which has already appeared in the Evangelical Visitor. We read,
"God is blessing the work and they
are having fine contacts . . . with a
good class of people."
Navajo Mission—Brother Wilmer
Heisey wrote a little about Brother
Burkholder's visit at the Navajo Mission and referred to that week as a
"red-letter week." This designation
was conveyed before it was possible
to publicize a news item which is
really sensational from the viewpoint
of the Navajo Mission Staff as well
as many others.
THIS IS IT! Many have been praying for a doctor for the Navajo hospital. On the day I am preparing
this report for the Evangelical Visitor,
a letter came from Dr. Alvin Heise
revealing that after prayerful consideration he and his wife have decided
to accept an assignment to this hospital soon after the conclusion of his
internship next summer. We are sure
there are many who will rally to the
special needs incident to this assignment.
But before this decision was made
Brother Burkholder reported thrilling
experiences from Navajoland. As
previously planned, Dr. Heise was to
visit the work at this time. His inter-

my help cometh from the Lord which made
heaven and earth." We have encountered a
succession of difficulties but God has been
our help.
Some time in the past the Executive
Board of our church was contacted by a
local leader of a little group of people in
Armstrong Co., by the name of "Brethren in
Christ." There seemed some probability
that some time in the past this group had
some relationship to our church.
The Executive Board contacted Bro. Donald Fisher and family requesting them to
move to Armstrong Co. and assist in the
work among this group. Bro. Fisher and
family came to Kittanning Feb. 19, 1953.

est was such that although arriving at
1:30 in the morning the hospital was
\o be toured before retiring. He expressed "amazement at the facilities
we had . . . the good building, equipment, etc."
The next day a group including Dr.
Heise and Brother Burkholder toured
the local area travelling "90 miles on
roads, partly roads, no roads, ruts,
dry rivers, washes, bumps, etc." The
next morning after Dr. Heise rendered some medical service in the
hospital and visited the school, a
party from the mission made a long
tour making valuable contacts with
hospitals, business men, and government men. Brother Burkholder reported that these tours were very
valuable, not only in relation to contacts of interest to the medical phase
of the work, but also in increasing
their knowledge of mission work
among the Navajos.
These recent contacts convinced
Brother Burkholder of (1) the desirability of the location of our mission,
(2) that our hospital is well adapted
to the medical need of a staff headed
by a doctor, (3) that there will be
plenty of patients, and (4) that the
Brethren in Christ can be thankful to
God for a mission that, "is outstanding among missions among the Navajos."
Some of the new needs of the mission in consideration of the enlargement of the program are (1) a jeep,
(2) an X-ray, (3) other medical equipment which will be reported later.
Send donations God puts on your heart
to give, properly identified, to the
treasurer of the Home Mission Board.
It is also the earnest desire of the
Home Mission Board and Staff at the
Navajo Mission to maintain a balanced program. And since we recognize that for the church of the future
among the Navajos, we must depend
on evangelizing and educating the
youth, it is our purpose to keep a
proper balance on the Christian education program. We are glad for two
good teachers on the staff this year.
Needs in this area will be publicized
later.
Soliciting your prayers for our mission program, I am,
Your brother in Christ,
Albert H. Engle
Executive secretary of
Home Mission Board

They had been promised a house and good
employment by the local leader. They were
greatly embarrassed when they arrived with
the family and truck load of furniture, to
find neither house or employment. The only
available dwelling was an apartment in
Kittanning at sixty dollars a month. This
occasioned much anxiety for the Fisher
family. After six weeks Bro. Fisher secured work on a farm, and moved his family to
the farm. This eased the financial problem, but a debt had been incurred from the
city apartment and maintenance, which has
been a great handicap. The Fisher familylive fifteen miles from the Chapel. This
necessitates considerable car expense driv-
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ing to the Chapel, also in contacting the
people.
•Sunny Side is a lovely little village of
pretty homes, well kept lawns, and lovely
gardens. The Sunny Side Chapel was a
vacated school house, bought by our people
and now used for religious services. Some
remodeling and repairs were necessary,
most of which was done in the evenings after work. The chapel is located on a little
knoll in the midst of beautiful scenic hills
about three miles from Kittanning. The
population of Sunny Side is approximately
three hundred.
We have secured a used bus, which is
used to transport children and adults to
Sunday school and the other services. The
Sunday school attendance has increased
from eleven last February to the past Sunday Aug. 29, the attendance was seventysix. Many children live on Troy Hill, an
extension of Kittanning, a neglected, unchurched people.
The problem now is facilities, teaching
materials, classrooms and not least, the old
problem of pioneer work, teachers and prayers.
We have divided one class and will soon
have to make provision for another class.
The past Sunday one class was taken to the
bus for lack of space in the chapel. The
children are undisciplined and it is quite an
achievement to keep them sitting during
Sunday school and preaching.
The mid-week prayer meetings are well
attended. These were held in the homes
rather spasmodically during the past. An
offering is lifted on these nights to pay for
the bus, also for maintenance of the bus.
The work at Sunny Side chapel is now under the supervision of the Home Mission
Board. Workers were placed the last general conference.
We extend a hearty invitation to any one
passing this way to stop and visit us. We
are isolated from the church and miss the
fellowship.
S. Iola Dixon was placed here as a coworker. She has a room at 136 N. Grant
Ave., Kittanning, a few blocks from the
main part of town.
• Pray for us as we try to contact the unsaved among these hills of Armstrong Co.
Eld. Donald Fisher and Dorothy Fisher
S. Iola Dixon
Bethany Congregation, Thomas, Oklahoma
The annual Oklahoma Youth Conference
convened at Jabbok Bible School on Sept.
3 to 5 inclusive. About 45 young people registered for the conference. The
main speakers of the Conference were Rev.
and Mrs. David Climenhaga, returned missionaries from Africa and Ernest Boyer of
Upland, Calif. Mr. and Mrs. John Climenhaga also spoke at the sessions.
A high spiritual tone was evident at this
year's conference, and quite a number of
young folks went forward, praying through
to definite victories for Christ. Pray that
they may remain true.
A tent service was held this summer, at
a rural school community near Oakwood.
This being the first revival effort in this
community, by our church, we were well
pleased with the interest shown. Bro.
Clyde Denny of Leedey, brought spirit-filled
messages to vei-y attentive audiences.
Six souls sought God at an altar of prayer. One was an elderly man who had
never been saved, also his grown son, a
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mother and her teen age son and two
young girls.
As a result of the meeting the people
asked Bishop Friesen to help them revive
their Sunday school work. He and Sister
Friesen have been going there each Sunday
since and the interest is growing. Pray
that God may continue to bless their endeavors.
Mrs. E.L.D.

Seminar Announcement
The Third Annual Ministers' Seminar of the Brethren in Christ Church
will be held at Niagara Christian College, Fort Erie, Ontario, Canada on
December 28 and 29. It will begin on
Tuesday afternoon
and continue
through Wednesday evening as last
year.
The Ministerial and Examining
Board, sponsors of the Seminar, are
completing program plans and trust
that a Seminar of the usual caliber is
in store for Brethren in Christ ministers.
Watch the VISITOR for more information.
Granville and Ferguson Valley
Tent Meeting Report
Granville and Ferguson Valley tent
meeting started with Rev. Roy Asper from
Liberty Valley as evangelist. The tent
was set between McVeytown and Newton
Hamilton. Attendance was outstanding
with the altar lined with souls each night.
The meeting lasted 38 nights. Souls were
hungry and seeking deeper experience.
There were 140 to 160 souls saved and
sanctified. Bro. and Sr. Earl Martin of
Mt. Joy, Sr. Leora Kanode of Martinsburg
and Stella Heise of Calif, were the workers. Truly was a spiritual feasting time in
the Lord. May the blessing of God rest
upon Bro. Asper for his many labors of
love he gave to others as he goes on in
other service. May the Saviour be glorified with more souls.
—R.M.F.
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Again, at our prayermeeting September
1, directed by the WMPC, our hearts were
united with the call of the Mission Fields as
Sr. Lucille Lady spoke to us of the leadings
of the Lord in directing her footsteps and
her husband to carry the Good News that
Messiah has come, to the land of Israel,
where the Chosen People are returning according to crophecy but returning in unbelief.
On Sunday evening, Sept 12, a Union
Service was held at our church for dedication of teachers who will serve in the co-
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operative Community Week Day Church
School to be held on released time in our
Borough. Rev. John M. Gordon, pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church of Lancaster,
Pa., nephew to Dr. Ernest C. Gordon, was
guest speaker. His text was most suitable
for- the occasion: "When the enemy shall
come in like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord
shall lift up a standard against him." (Isa.
59:19)
Kansas Camp Meeting
The blessing of the Lord was manifest in
our midst during the services by conviction,
seekers at the altar, and testimonies of victory during the eight days, Aug. 15-22.
The attendance and interest of adults as
well as the children at their services was
very good, with a fine spirit prevailing.
We are trusting that the prayers and
efforts of Bro. McNiven and Bro. Cassel, as
well as the missionary touch of the Climenhagas and Sr. Longenecker will long be remembered as well as bear fruit in eternity.
May each of us be faithful to the calling
to which we are called is our prayer.
Montgomery, Pa.
May 6—In the evening we enjoyed an
inspirational hymnsing, planned by Christ's
Crusaders. A number of local quartets took
part, also congregational singing led by
various song leaders.
June was the time chosen for our Bible
School. For two weeks in the evening we
would see the bus and cars drive in loaded
with girls and boys with bright shining
faces. We realized anew our great responsibility of teaching these young children the
way of salvation. Thank the Lord for those
who gave their heart to Jesus on decision
night. May they grow up to be useful in
thp service of the Lord is our prayer.
July 28—Sr. Lula Asper and Sr. Florence
Hensel were with us. Sr. Asper told us of
the great revival at Macha Mission. How
our hearts rejoiced to hear of souls that are
born in heathenism and darkness, being
made free through the precious blood of
Jesus.
Sr. Hensel told of African life and the
missionaries' work among them, also experiences in the African schoolroom.
Aug.—Our tent campaign began August
10 and continued for three weeks with Bro.
Arthur Brubaker of Manheim, Pa., evangelist. Each evening Bro. Brubaker gave
practical and heart-searching messages and
our souls were richly fed.
The Lord met with us in a very special
wav. conviction was very evident. Many
nights the altar was lined with seekers;
some for salvation, others for sanctification.
There were those too who wished to renew
their covenant with the Lord. Many felt
they needed a closer walk with the Lord
that they may be able to stand true.
Prayer meetings were held most of the
afternoons in behalf of lost souls and the
evening service.
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We thank the Lord that He has answered
many of these prayers. God is still on the
throne and He still hears and answers
prayer.
May God richly bless Bro. Brubaker as he
faithfully labors for the Master.
R.M.M.
Howick, Out.
In May we enjoyed having Bishop Henry
Ginder with us showing pictures of Japan
and also home mission stations. He told
many interesting experiences.
Our Spring Love Feast was held May 15
and 16. We were glad for those that came
to enjoy the love feast with us. On Sunday
morning an ordination service was held
when Sr. Ruth Cullen took the vows of a
minister's wife, and also Bro. Sheldon Wilson wag ordained to the ministry. Bishop
E. J. Swalm had charge of this service with
Bishop Alvin Winger assisting.
Bishop Wm. Charlton was with us in July
for one week's meeting. We appreciated his
ministry.
A good Vacation Bible School was held
again this year with Sr. Grace Fee of Collingwood as superintendent and local help
assisted with the teaching. May God bless
the results.
Bro. Howard Landis spent an evening
telling of the work relief men are doing in
Greece.
Rev. R. Holten of the Free Methodist
Church spoke to us in our mid-week service
in August.
We were pleased to have the Nottawa
Male Quartette here for two services on
August 8. Bro. George Sheffer spoke to us
in the morning and evening service and also
the Quartette brought us several numbers
in song.
On Sept. 9, Sr. Lula Asper and Sr.
Florence Hensel brought us interesting
talks on their work in Africa. They stayed
over and we enjoyed having them attend
the Sisters Missionary Prayer Band the
following night.
Our fall love feast is again in history. We
thank God for the warmth and the presence
of His Spirit with us. We especially were
glad for the messages brought to us by
our visiting ministers, Bro. Percy Cassel,
Bishop E. J. Swalm and Bro. Lewis Sider,
recently returned missionary from Africa.
Bro. and Sr. Sider spoke to us on Sunday
evening telling about the work in Africa.
May the Lord go with them as they travel
throughout the church. They also showed
pictures on Tuesday'evening.
—Mrs. S.W.
Hollowell, Penna.
We are happy to report God working in
our midst. Surely the promise is true which
says, "Call upon me and I will shew thee
great and mighty things."
On June 27, in our morning worship service there were nine precious children publicly dedicated to the Lord. At the close of
this service three of our Sunday School boys
came forward and knelt at the altar to publicly take Christ as their personal Saviour.
We pray that these young lives will be used
to win others to Christ.
The Sunday morning- of July 4, Bro. and
Sr. Amos Myers of our congregation who
are serving the Lord in I-W service near
Chicago, were with us. Not being able to
be present the Sunday prior, they too, dedicated their baby to the Lord. Following
this service we traveled a few miles to
Good's Dam where we joined the Waynesboro congregation in a precious baptismal
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The Brethren in, Christ Church Group at Neshannock
Falls near New Wilmington, Penna.

service. Eleven from our Sunday school
followed the Lord in baptism. We pray as
the Lord speaks, these babes in Christ will
be willing to follow Christ step by step and
gain new heights in their Christian experience.
July 19-30, was our Daily Vacation Bible
School. How we do "Praise the Lord" for
His hand upon us these two weeks. Our
pastor, Bro. Eber Dourte, again did a marvelous work in directing the Bible school
as our superintendent.
We had an enrollment of 276 and an average attendance of 220. Our offerings for
the two weeks amounted to $260.14. Our
expense was $122.75. The two Friday
night offerings were for the expenses. The
first week the offerings went to Child Evangelism of Franklin Co., which amounted to
$77.39. The second week went to the Navajo
Mission which was $60.00. This amount we
learned would send one Navajo child to
school for one year. This project was quite
interesting to our group since Charles and
Peggy Myers are working at the Mission.
This is. Sr. Myers' home community. May
God richly bless them as they work in the
name of Jesus.
Our pastor conducted decision night
services in the various departments of the
Bible school. We praise God for twenty
seekers during these services.' We know
the Word will not return void if faithfully
taught.
Sept. 5 we had another joint baptismal
service with the Waynesboro congregation
when two more from our Sunday school was
baptized. The one was a young father who
was saved just three weeks prior in our
Sunday morning service.
We are thankful for the faithfulness of
the Spirit of God. We know God is willing
to continue doing marvelous things in our
midst, if we will meet His requirements. "If
my people, which are called by my name,
shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek
my face, and turn from their wicked ways;
then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land." II
Chro. 7:14
—E.M.M.
New Wilmington, Pa.
We greet you in the name of Jesus. The
above picture was taken at bur meeting
house at Neshannock Falls. It was taken on
a week day and was part of our Bible school
group. This building was sold and we failed
to get it. The church meets in cold weather
at the home of Bro. Burford. Bible school
and preaching and prayer meeting were held
at the home of Elder H. A. Fink in New
Wilmington. In nice weather a tent was
put up and the services were held in it. We
were praying that the Lord would open up
a place. Several weeks ago the Christian

and Missionary Alliance brethren invited us
to
share
their
chapel.
We thank
the Lord for it. Services are held on the
Lord's day, Bible School 2 p.m., preaching
3 p.m. Prayer meeting is held on Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m. Our love feast was held at the
home of Bro. Burford, May 8 and 9. Visiting ministers were Bishop H. P. Heisey,
Elder Wm. Martin, Elder Dale Ulery, Elder
Paul Goodlinig. The house was quite full of
people. The Spirit was upon the meeting
in a wondeiful way. Lord's Day morning
Bro. Ulery had change of the service. The
Lord came on the service in a wonderful way
and it lasted twice as long as it was supposed to. Brothers and Sisters got blessed
and testimonies and shouts of praise could
be heard all morning. A Sister got healed.
Praise God for such meetings. Later in
the summer we had a nice Bible school held
in the tent. Pray for the work here.
—E.B.
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Love Feasts

Northern Ohio District:
Chestnut Grove—November 7
Sippo Valley—November 27
Valley Chapel—November 13 and 14
Southern Ohio District:
Beulah Chapel—October 23 and 24
Fairview—September 11, evening
Pleasant Hill—October 16 and 17
Kentucky:
Fairview—October 9, morning and afternoon
Grassy Springs—November 13, morning and
afternoon
Michigan
Detroit
" 16, 17
Gladwin
" 23, 24
Merrill
" 30, 31
Leonard
Nov. 12, 13, 14
Penna.
Hunlock Creek
Oct. 16, 7:00 P.M.
Montgomerv
Oct. 16, 17
Cleona (Fairland Church)
Oct. 17
Ontario
Bertie
October 23, 24
(Note change of date from 16 and 17)

Notice from General
Executive Board
District and congregational treasurers will please note the change in
office of treasurer of the General Executive Board. Bishop M. M. Book,
Talmage, Kansas is our present treasurer and all assessments should be
sent to him. Promptness in remitting
this year's assessment is requested so
that the treasurer may meet all obligations laid upon him.
The General Executive Board
Henry S. Miller, secretary
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A careless reader of the Scriptures
never made a close walker with God.

BIRTHS
HOSTETLER-Eev. and Mrs. Paul Hostetler, Clarence Center, New York announce the
birth of a daughter, Helen Kay, on September
2, 1954.
ALLISON—Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Allison,
Sylvatus, Va., announce the birth of a son,
Curtis Maynard, August 25, 1954.
I.E3IIEB,—Roberta Ann was horn Aug. 5,
1954 to Mrs. Edith Lesher (and the late Robert A. Lesher) of near Greencastle, Pa. A
sister for Elizabeth and the twins Paye and
Kayo.
EYSTER—On Aug. 27, a daughter named
Cynthia Rose came to bless the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Roy Eyster and family.
They
are members of the Bethany congregation of
Thomas, Oklahoma.
BURPORD—Born to Bro. and Sr. Eugene
Burford a son, John David, Aug. 31.
MARTIN—A daughter, Emily Sue was
comed into the home of Emory and
(Barr) Martin on Aug 17, 1954. Bro.
Sr. Martin are members of the Hollowell
gregation.

welPern
and
con-

MARRIAGES
For these we wish God's richest blessing and
send, with our compliments, a year's
subscription to the Evangelical Visitor,.,.

Missions Abroad
India

General Superintendent: Dauram Madhipura,
N.E. Rlwy., Dist. Saharsa, N. Bihar, India.
Rev. William R. Hoke
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, N.E. Rlwy., Dist.
Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Dr. and Mrs. George
E. Paulus, Misses Mary B. Stoner, Esther G.
Book, Evelyn Bohland
Barjora Mission: P.O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, N. E. Rlwy., Dist. North Bhagalpur,
N. Bihar, India. Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L.
Pye, Misses Ruth E. Book, Mary J. Shoalts
Madhipura Mission: Dauram Madhipura, N.E.
Rlwy., Dist. Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Rev.
and Mrs. William R. Hoke
Banmankhi Mission: P.O. Banmankhi, N.E.
Rlwy., Dist.. Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Rev.
and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter, Rev. and Mrs.
Joseph B. Smith
Purnea Mission: Brethren in Christ Mission
House, P.O. Madhubani, Purnea, N.E. Rlwy.,
Dist. Purnea, N. Bihar, India. Rev. and
Mrs. Charles E. Engle
TJluliaria Mission: Ulubaria, Howrah Dist.,
West Bengal. Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick

Africa

General Superintendent, P.O. Box 711, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia: Bishop and Mrs. A. M.
Climenhaga
Matopo Mission P. B. T. 191 Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book,
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern, Miss Mary H.
Brenaman, Miss Elizabeth H. Engle, Miss
Mary C. Engle. Miss Ethel C. Heisey, Miss
Nancy J. Kreider, Miss Dorothy M. Martin,
S'r. Anna Wolgemuth
Bulawayo Outstations, P. B. 102 M, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. Roy H.
Mann
Mtshahezi Mission, P. B. 102 M, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia Mission: Rev. and Mrs.
Glenn C. Frey. Miss Velma R. Brillinger,
Miss F. Mabel Frey, Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Chester F. Wingert
Hospital: Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman, Miss
Martha L. Lady
Wanezi Mission P. B. S. 129 Bulawayo, Southera Rhodesia.
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser, Miss
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BICKEI.-STRICKI.AND—Miss Shirley Ann
Strickland became the bride of Ralph Rupert
Rickel in a lovely wedding in the Cathedral
of the Foothills, Upland, California, on F r i day, September 3, 1954. Shirley Strickland
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Strickland, Ontario, California Ralph Rickel is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rickel of Upland,
California. Both the bride and groom are
graduates of the Upland Academy. The ceremony was performed by Rev. John Z. Martin.
MARTIN-FEATHER—Many relatives and
friends had the happy privilege to witness
the marriage of Arlene Feather, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. J. Howard Feather, Roaring
Springs, Pennsylvania to Wilbur Martin, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Martin, Clarence
Center, New York on August 14, 1954. The
bride's father was assisted in the ceremony
by Rev. John Hostetter, Clarence Center, New
York.
SHEI.BTJRG--BRANNEN—Sunday evening of
Aug. 8, 1954 a t 8:00 p.m. a beautiful church
wedding was solemnized in the St. John's
Presbyterian church of Des Moines, Iowa,
when Paula Ann became the bride of Mr.
David Lee Shelburg. The marriage vows were
read by Rev. Patric D. Ostillo, pastor of the
church, assisted by Rev. Samuel Lady, pastor
of the Brethren in Christ Church of Dallas
Center in the presence of relatives and friends.
VIEIE-LONGENECKER—Saturday, August
7, at four o'clock in the afternoon, Sr. Florence Longenecker daughter of Bro. and Sr
John Longenecker of Abilene Kansas, and
Hugh E. Viele son of Mrs. Lena L. Viele of
Wichita, Kansas, were united in marriage by
the Rev. Lo Smith, in the Christ Memorial
Chape,! of the F i r s t Methodist church in
Wichita.

OBITUARIES
"Blessed ore the dead which die in the Lord.'

Anna R. Engle, Miss Miriam L. Heise, Miss
Mary E. Heisey, Eva Mae Melhorn
Outstations: Rev. George E. Bundy
Macha Mission, P. B. Choma, Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Hershey, Miss
Anna M. Eyster, Miss Pauline E. Frey, Miss
Anna J. Graybill, Miss Edna M. Switzer
Hospital: Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma,
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Sikalong-o Mission, P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. A. Gravbill Brubaker, Jr., Miss Gladys I. Lehman,
Miss Anna L. Kettering
Nahumba Mission, P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank
Kipe

Japan

11 Higiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi Prefecture,
Japan: Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Missionaries on Purlough
Sr. Effle Rohrer, 2421 Oneida St.. Pasadena
10, Calif.
Elder and Sr. George E. Paulus, Box 38,
Souderton, Penna.
Sr. Verda C. Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave.,
Souderton, Pa.
Sr. Beulah Arnold, c/o Albert Schock, R. R.
2, Hershey, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. David Climenhaga, Grantham,
Penna.
Miss Shirley Bitner, Ridgeway, Ontario,
Canada
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, c/o Dr. P. G. Lenhert,
Arcanum, Ohio
Miss Fannie Longenecker, R. R. Abilene,
Kansas
Miss Annie E. Winger, Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada
Miss Florence Hensel, 2001 Paxton St. Harrisburg, Pa.
Miss Lula Asper, c/o Norman Asper, R. 2
Harrisburg. Pa.
Miss E r m a Z. Hare, c/o Loy Hare, Allen,
Penna.
Miss Leora Yoder, R. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Penna,
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis S'ider, 2001 Paxton St.
Harrisburg, Pa.

I.INDEMAN—John Franklin Lindeman died
Sept. 4, 1954 at the age of 84. He was born
near Reid, Md., the son of Casper and Mattie
(Siders) Lindeman. He came to Waynesboro,
Pa. as a young man.
He was married to Fannie B. Hess, and to
this union were born two children. The one
died in infancy. Mrs. Lindeman died in 1941.
Mr Lindeman had made his home for sometime with his son. Dr. C. W. Lindeman. There
are four grandchildren who survive
Soon after he was married he was converted and joined the Brethren in Christ church
which he faithfully attended as long as he
was able In his younger years he was active
as a S. S. superintendent and in other phases
of church work.
Funeral services were held in the Grove
Funeral Home in charge of Rev. LeRoy Walters. Burial in the Green Hill Cemetery.
ENGINE—Naomi H. Engle of Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania
was
born
near
Marietta,
Pennsylvania, September 19, 1877, and departed this life August 27, 1954 at the age
of seventy-six years, eleven months and eight
days. She was a daughter of the late Abraham B. and Annie Hostetter Engle. She is
survived by a sister, Mrs. Sadie H. Engle of
Elizabethtown and a brother, Abraham H.
Engle, Marietta. She was a member of the
Elizabethtown Mennonite church.
Funeral services were held on August 31
at the Boyer Funeral Home, Elizabethtown
with Bishop Clarence Lutz officiating. Interment in the East Donegal cemetery.
EHC-LE—Anna Kraybill Engle, one of the
ten children born to Daniel and Mary Kraybill,
was born in York Co., Pa., May 30, 1878. At
the age of five years she came with her parents to Dickinson Co., Kansas and located on
a farm near Hope.
The Kraybills were members of a colony
who homesteaded in Oklahoma in 1893. The
father was the first deacon in the organization of the Oklahoma Brethren in Christ
Church. Here Anna grew up in the sturdy
environment of pioneer life.
She received
her formal education in the Abilene and
Kansas schools.
According to her personal testimony she
was converted at her mother's knees when
she was twenty-one, and she immediately entered the experience of holiness. Early in
her Christian life she answered the call for
fulltime service. She spent seven years in
India laboring under the auspices of the
Hepbzibah Faith Missionary Society. Following her return she served as superintendent
of the Thomas, Oklahoma hospital. In later
years family ties demanded her service in
caring for an aged mother, an
invalid
brother, and the children of her sister, Mrs.
Mamie Tingle, during a prolonged period of
her illness.
The Oklahoma church recognized Sister
Anna's consecration and leadership ability in
giving her official recognition as a minister
of the gospel. In this capacity she served
acceptably wherever her service was demanded, and she worked in the S. S'. as long as
physically able.
Anna was joined in marriage with Bishop
M. G. Engle, April 14, 1932, and in the years
has faithfully shared with him the discharging of the varied responsibilities of his ministry. She died at her home in Abilene, Kansas, Sept. 5, 1954. Many cherished memories
of the ministries of a devoted wife and
mother linger as a source of comfort. Suitable are the verse on Memory by Bonar:
"My name, and my place, and my tomb, all
forgotten.
The brief race of time well and patiently run.
So let me pass away peaceably and silently.
Only remembered by what I have done."
She is survived by her husband, a stepdaughter, Mrs. J. W. Bert, of Upland, California; a step daughter-in-law, Mrs. Helen Engle,
of Upland, Calif.; two step-sons. Earl and Lamar, both of Abilene; seventeen grandchildren
and twenty-two great-grandchildren; three
sisters, Mrs. Anna Nissley and Mrs. Mamie
Tingle of Pasadena, Calif., and a large circle
of relatives and friends.
Father Engle wishes to share with his
friends the comforting never-to-be-forgotten
experience of the leave-taking occasion. When
it was apparent the departure was drawing
near, Father said, "Farewell, Anna!"
And
although her eyes and mouth were closed to
this world, and she had gone beyond replying
with audible voice, she responded with a
gracious wave of the hand.
Memorial services were held in the Abilene
church. Bishop M. M. Book in charge, used
Rev. 14:13 as his text. Elders G. E, Whisler
and David W. Musser were assisting ministers.
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MCC News Notes
Evaluation Study of I-W
Program Underway
A study to critically evaluate the current
alternative service program and to determine its possible effect upon I-W men as
well as the churches and communities from
which they come is underway.
With the I-W program in its third year
and approximately 3,000 Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ men in service, Mennonite Central Committee personnel have felt
it time that such an analysis be made. Dr.
J. S. Schultz, until recently dean of Bluffton College, has been appointed to make
this evaluation.
The particular concern of this study is
to determine whether the I-W program
operates in the best interests of those who
serve and those who are served. Officials of
Selective Service in Washington, D. C, and
the National Service Board for Religious
Objectors have expressed great interest in
this evaluation and have encouraged Dr.
Schultz in his investigation.
This evaluation will be made largely upon
information gleaned from a questionnaire
to be sent to Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ I-W's in about six weeks.

Items from the News
Christian Artists Probe Comic Book Issue
CHICAGO ( E / P ) The question of comic
books—"Do they breed delinquency?" was
discussed at a meeting of the Chicago Christian Artists at the Morrison Hotel in Chicago, August 23. The meeting, which coincided with the opening session of the Christian Booksellers Association at the same
hotel, was in the form of a panel discussion
at which Alex Dreier, well known radio
commentator
represented
the
press,
Vaughan Shoemaker, nationally syndicated
cartoonist, represented artists, Laurin Zorn
of Scripture Press, represented book publishers, Robert (Bob) Cook, of Youth for
Christ represented the church, and a student from England, Oliver Parrish, spoke
for the students. Dr. Wendell Loveless,
pastor of the Evangelical Free Church of
Wheaton, Illinois, was moderator. The panel
was broadcast over radio WHBI and over
TV station WON-TV.
Bible Institute Inaugurates Flying Course
ESSEX FALLS, New Jersey ( E / P )
"Sheepskins with wings!" Starting in September, Northeastern Bible Institute, located at Essex Falls, New Jersey, only 45
minutes from New York City, adds to its
curriculum of Bible, Ministry, Missions and
Sacred Music a new Missionary Aviation
course. A comparative infant in the ranks
of Bible training institutions, Northeastern
has come up in the last four years from nowhere to a day-time enrollment which, this
Fall, is expected to overflow the school's
capacity of 100 students in residence.
Others living near enough to commute to
and from the school will still further swell
the enrollment.
The larger missionary societies with mission stations scattered over vast areas in
countries lacking modern transportation
and communication facilities have been
turning increasingly to airplanes to maintain contact between isolated • stations and
headquarters. In the South American and
African jungles, airplanes piloted by missionaries have cut travel time between
coastal, cities and their interior stations
from exhausting weeks to a few short
hours. For their training, aviation students
at Northeastern will have the use of the

well-equipped air field of the TotowaWayne Airport, Inc. at nearby Totawa, New
Jersey. This course will be a major, and
will turn out thoroughly competent flyers
who can pass the tests for a private pilot's
license or, if they wish, a commercial pilot's
license which may be earned by taking additional hours. Candidates will be carefully
screened to confine enrollment to those who
have a serious missionary purpose.
Director Chosen for Brazil World Congress
WHEATON, Illinois ( E / P ) Rev. James
Savage, thirteen-year-veteran missionary to
Venezuela, has recently returned to South
America to act as congress director for
Youth for Christ International's 7th World
Congress on Evangelism to be held in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, April 17-24, 1955. A missionary of The Evangelical Alliance Mission, Savage is on loan from that mission
to Youth tor Christ for this special ministry. For the past five years, with his
brother Robert C. Savage of Radio Station
HCJB, Quito, Ecuador, he has headed up all
YFC work in Latin America. Rev. and Mrs.
Savage and their two children will headquarter in Sao Paulo until after the World
Congress.
Fifteen hundred or more delegates are
expected to participate in the World Congress, from approximately twenty-five nations of the world. Special Pan-American
Airways chartered flights, leaving from
Miami, have been arranged for American
and Canadian delegates.
Mau Maus To Be Given Christian Magazine
LAGOS, Nigeria ( E / P ) The head of the
Mau Mau camps in Kenya has ordered 1,000
copies of the African Challenge to be sent
to 50 camps every month, reports the Rev.
Ernest Virgint, East African representative
for the Christian newspaper published in
Africa by the Sudan Interior Mission. Mr.
and Mrs. Virgint, until recently missionaries
in West Africa, arrived in Kenya in July.
Besides reaching Mau Mau prisoners with
the Gospel, they hope to find ready sales for
the paper among the large number of
English-speaking Africans of the cities and
larger towns. They find that the African
Challenge is the most effective way of
reaching the people with the Gospel in a
country where personal contact is made
difficult through the tense racial feeling.
Former Entertainer Wins Others
for Christ
MINNEAPOLIS, Minnesota ( E / P ) "Thf
greatest moving of the Spirit of God that I
have ever witnessed" was the way the Rev.
Tim F. LnHaye, pastor of Minnetonka Union Church, described the evangelistic crusade with Michael and Audrey Guido, July
4-18. Sponsored by seven churches in the
area, the crusade resulted in 97 professions
of faith, 153 rededications, and 63 young
people offering themselves for full-time
service.
A torch dancer, attracted to the meetings
by Audrey's magic, accepted the Lord on
the final Sunday afternoon. She gave up
her dancing career immediately. A professional drummer, Buddy Heller, who has
played in many of the largest night clubs in
the country, surrendered himself to the
Lord. Mike Guido, former associate of Heller's in the entertainment world prior to

the evangelist's conversion, stepped down
from the platform, put his arms around the
drummer and with tears in his eyes said,
"Buddy, I have been praying for this for
more than 20 years."
A local amateur magician recognizing
Audrey in a magic store following her pictorial writeup in the Minneapolis Star, received an invitation from her to attend the
meetings. He did and was saved.
"The meetings found such favor," Mr.
LaHaye said, "that we immediately began
plans for next year. Now there are about
six more churches that would like to get in
on the work. It was a thrill and a joy that
I will never forget to have a small part in
the work the Lord did here."
Youth for Christ Celebrates "Decade
of Missions"
WINONA LAKE, Indiana ( E / P ) Delegates from 36 states and 9 foreign nations
shared in celebrating "A Decade of
Miracles" at Youth for Christ International's 10th Annual Convention, Winona
Lake, Indiana, July 4-18. The registration
figures reveal this convention to have been
the largest in YFC history. Highlights of
the convention included two all nights of
prayer, with several hundred young people
present each night; the prayer tent filled
night after night with seekers; the successful staging of the first Christian Teen-Age
Olympics under the direction of Coach Don
Odle of Taylor University; the naming of
Gerald Brubaker, 18 of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, as the teen-age preacher contest
winner and Brandt Gustavson, 18, of Rockford, Illinois, as the teen-age song-leader
contest winner.
Dr. Robert A. Cook was re-elected president for his 6th year, with Dr. Billy Graham and Dr. Bob Pierce re-elected first and
second vice presidents respectively. Roy McKeown, regional director of the Pacific
Southwest Region of YFC, was elected secretary; and George Wilson, director of the
Minneapolis rally, was elected treasurer.
The convention adopted as a slogan of
Youth for Christ for the current year,
"Mobilize for Prayer and Proceed with Purpose." Executive Director Ted. W. Engstrom revealed in the annual financial report that the highest percentage of funds
in YFC's history was used for overseas
evangelism in the past fiscal vear—50 44%.
The budget for 1954-55 totals $785,000—
51% allocated for foreign evangelism, 33%
for domestic evangelism, 7% for promotional expenses, and 9% for administration.
Rescue Missions Have Successful
Training School
WINONA LAKE, Indiana ( E / P ) The International Union of Gospel Missions closed
its Fourth Annual Training School and Conference held at Winona Lake July 28-August 1st with the report to the membership
at large that this was the finest to date. A
survey of the mission superintendents and
staff members indicated that half of those
represented rose to leadership from the convert group of rescue missions. The other
half were selected from churches, volunteer
workers and some from Christian schools.
Of this latter group, the greater number
had contact with the work of missions in
some capacity before entering into full time
service.
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